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adjacencies
Steffan Triplett

a friend loses someone
in a [     ] and i strike
“collision” from my vocabulary.
another loses family
in a [     ] and i am wary
(or is it weary?) of writing
“water” and its adjacent,
nocuous horrors.
 
i lose someone no one knew
i cared for,       deeply,
& you wouldn’t believe
how often someone jokes
about the [     ];
 
getting swept up in the air,
overcome by waves,
sideswiped by a car.
(or is it sideswiped by air,
swept up by waves,
overcome in a car?)
 
(yes.) (yes.) (yes.)
 
there’s always an overturning;
always sudden gymnastics
involved at some end.
i am ever cautious
& i am ever tired:
 the punchline being,
even after erasure
remains a faint blur.
 
i aim to be planted, not unfurled.
i want to be grounded, not exposed.
i wish language to right us;
i need words to keep us
 
indolent and unready
to lift off from earth.
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Baptism
Steffan Triplett

we left it in the waters after watching god / at first we thought her
 
a stone / a mother laying her eggs / she writhed under the moon as it
 
tangerined / she was orange / she was ornate / she was an ancient legend
 
we had all come to know / most of our young won’t make it / we’re victims
 
to the sand / your face was obsidian / black with night then electric
 
blues / why are the police here? / of course they are / here to take
 
pictures of her life and death with the flash on / so she fled as the stars /
 
they flickered in protest / we covered the eggs knowing we are not
 
the lucky ones / if it’s warm enough they’ll all be girls / if it’s cruel enough
 
they’ll all be men / we followed mother into tides / clothes tithes to the shoreline /
 
sunkissed kids in the atlantic / tasting the salt all under / refuge, it feels of being
 
held / of generations lapping in a warm drawled tickle / slow down
 
slow dawn / seaweed at your lips / i feel like the universe is trying
 
to tell us something / time is not linear / i get it now / we collapse
 
into each other / come morning our bodies flow somewhere we each
 
call home / it was the first time i promised without saying
 
a word / we kept it in the ocean / waves overcoming
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Efforts to Reintroduce Red Wolves 
Were Unsuccessful
Beth Gordon

That day I learned I would do anything to be happy. I would lean into branches without 
inspecting bark for signs of woodpeckers, walk around corners knowing there have been 72 
significant bear sightings since March. I’m not saying I’ll sleep inside the circle of mulberry 
trees, but I’ll drink wine made from any dark fruit. Last June was a melted snow cone of light, sticky 
blue & yellow, warm gulf waves & the greenest seaweed I’ve ever seen, the heat its own path of 
thorns. We followed smoked-tangerine martinis from shore to shore, & when I say that day I mean 
just yesterday. Somebody was walking down the gravel road two miles away & we could hear strands 
of their hair falling into the dirt when they leaned down to tie their shoe.
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Ossification
Katherine Fallon

On the way to the softball game two weeks 
after I left my wife for you, I watch her bike 
past us in her striped knee socks while we sit 

idling at a red light. That night, I break my leg 
running home; if I were horse, I’d be done for. 
I wait for the bone to re-stitch in your colonial, 

which is my home now. I can’t leave. Even if 
I want to. Even if, at times, you want me to. 
I chose, in removing the ring, to suffer 

many deaths, and alone: I have no right to grieve, 
having gotten what I wanted. You are all I have. 
I never tell you I saw her, or that it felt less like 

falling than impact. You draw shrimp on my hot 
pink cast. About everything unpleasant, 
we say it is only until.
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I Thought I’d Teach My Poem to Play 
Guitar
Laurie Uttich

 but I never learned and Marty Music on YouTube
   is starting to annoy me.    He only wants
       to teach my poem
  about a horse with no name   
   and a horse with no name
      is as ridiculous as a poem

    with pink  curlers    and my poem
   spent a semester following Marge Piercy
 
  and those hands you love to touch   into every dark
                      parking lot of Reagan’s 80s, and          my poem
                    is nobody’s goddamn fool.  My poem
 
     is Woke as Fuck. (My poem
     should probably stay off Twitter.)    I took my poem
 
down to the prison    and we talked about other peoples’ poems
 and banned books   and how injustice feeds   off   
 
  the abstract  and we lifted    words like   illegal alien    and  thug     and   crackhead
   to our lips   and we licked them clean    and spit the poison out.
 
When it was time to write, my poem
 got all shy    and choked
  on its own unimportance, but Marco loves
        everybody’s poems
          especially his own, and he says
  my poem
                                  ain’t got time for that.   And Marco knows
       too much about time, so my poem
            slit its guitar strings and used them to floss its teeth   and now   my poem
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  writes poems
   about horses and
 
                 all of them have names

*In appreciation for Marge Piercy’s A Work of Artifice
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A Student Wonders Why I Started 
Writing Poetry in My 40s
Laurie Uttich

A few years ago, I whistled for my dog in the Florida heat
and the grandmother I never met stood up from her knees
 
in a Lithuanian field. She held out a poem in the shape
of a pocketbook and I made it into a soup like the women
 
who came before me are known to do. I invited
them all in and held their babies while they lifted spoons
 
to their lips and talked about salt and men and the price
of pantyhose. My grandmother always wanted a pair,
 
and how do you tell a woman who hid from the Huns
and ducked into America that nobody really wears stockings
 
anymore?  I said I’d try Kohl’s. Then the sun turned
and the women left one-by-one and my grandmother set
 
her saucer in the sink and dried her hands in my hair.  
I threw the poem into a Midwest coal mine, but the canary

sang and the men cleared out in a cloud of black
lung. The poem stuck to my grandfather’s boots and he
 
tracked it all over the tile of the Great Depression.
Before long, the poem smelled like whiskey and Friday
 
night fish fries and corner bars that ate paychecks, so
I swept it into my son’s closet that smells like weed
 
and missing Algebra assignments. But the poem cried
and, trust me, you would, too, in there. It’s all Fortnite
 
and football and not the place for a poem with a
permanent case of PTSD, so I scooted over a lifetime
 
or two and the poem came and sat on my lap like a cat.    
Tell me:  what else could I do, but click off Netflix
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and keep it?  I rubbed my grandmothers into the roots
of my hair and nodded to my dead mother who stood
 
in the corner—she brought me a coupon for Kohl’s—
and the words lined up like words will when you whistle
 
for them      and all the people
 I’ve been leaned in to listen.
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Even the Dog Doesn’t Stay Alive
Laurie Uttich

Sometimes I find my legs wrapped around some
 man I knew years ago and never found particularly
  attractive     or one that just appeared like men do
 
  in books I don’t read       or maybe it’s that guy from high
 school        not the one I climbed into back seats for,   but
the one I thought about when he touched me      and
 
 we’re never young again    it’s all here   and now    and     heat    
                   and    need     
                           and I’m not thinking about     my thighs     or condoms    or
 
ghosts of nuns who used to flatten themselves   between me   and the men
  I knew I didn’t love  until I silenced them    with want
or wine    and I don’t know    exactly   what’s been said    that put
 
 me here   —usually in some bed I don’t recognize or
  the top of a tile table I never would have believed
 
  would be sturdy enough—   and it’s light out     or
 it’s not    and the room brims with     God, where have you been?   or
sighs with Sure, why not    and I’m in it, you know?    Like really in it.   Like
 
bad-love-songs-from-the-70s-Rod-Stewart into it  
   like I-don’t-notice-if-the-tile-is-cold into it     and then
 
 and then     an awareness reaches out from within     and washes
    me cold    and I remember the man I usually wrap

 my legs around    and my mind thrums with Jesus, how
did I forget I’m married?    but my body shrugs    right now she
  truly doesn’t give   one   good   goddamn   shit   about some
 
 promise I made 30 years ago   you were just a kid,    it doesn’t
  even count     and how would he know?     oh, girl, why not?     we’re so close  
               why not   why not just
                            this once?
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But we both know I might as well wake the fuck up    because I can’t
  come back from where I’ve been     And my body?    She’s pissed.      
                  Because it’s always this way
 
  my head calling all the shots    my head a quick sand of killjoy   my head
 a mine of memories I can’t keep buried           my head that brings the dog I loved best
back from the dead      and then kills him all over again      my head
 
that left my dad on the porch
 to pour him another glass of wine     and my head
   that stilled and turned and formed the words  
 Wait.   You won’t be here when I come back, will you?   You’re dead, right?   
     And my head that made my father nod and me wake
     with tears tucked    into my throat.         
 
       You know? Fuck my head.
 
 But my mother    who always knew me best    came last night
  and I made her laugh    like only I could ever do   and it was
   the sound    of the sky opening and the earth rushing up
 
   and it was just as full and fierce as it always was     and I stood
  in its shadow and warmed under it and then my head    my fucking head said
 I can’t believe I’ll never hear you laugh again.
 
 
And my mother said, “Oh, darlin’. You just did.”
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Dirty Work
Lennie DeCerce

If the dead lie face down in origami coffins
David Bowie is most definitely an alligator
 
Variables: black feather, orange beak, mallet
 
St. Lucy is in the kitchen with her scalpel
She smells like cigarettes and ear wax
 
The scratch of lead on paper
 
Butter & flour heat on high
4 eyelashes
 
Variables: bone folder, Danny Pearl’s severed head
 
If my first real crush was on a priest
Surely I can call the philodendron God
 
Add texture  *glue toe skin to canvas
 
St. Lucy hums Steely Dan & ashes in the pot
I wear a bib and wait
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Take this Body
Lennie DeCerce

The rooms outside this body are empty
To praise impermanence I store broken parts
in jars and place them under heat lamps
heart jar
eye jar
brain jar
I sip formaldehyde from buckets
suck on filtered cigarettes and
pray for this body to become leather
or liquid or something green
please God take this body please
God take this body please God take this
Pink to pretend the heart beats
I bully bones with bricks and bats please
God send the fleam the lancet the leech the brass
box with brittle bottom and twelve blades
please God take this body please God take
this body please God take this
blood
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Flowers
Jeremy Radin

 “I’m angry & I’m tired all the time”
 —Leonard Cohen
 
guess  what  I  too  can  say  something  about  sadness  &  flowers  it’s  like  flowers  make 
everyone  think about sex which makes everyone think about death which makes everyone sad it’s 
not rocket science I too can utilize these maths I can be all I’m destroying my body... The Daffodils… & some-
one could be like Wow that juxtaposition & I could be like Thanks I was attempting to blah blah blah while 
in my head a bratty baby voice is like Wow that juxtaposition so don’t expect me to be impressed when you 
talk about dahlias in a vase & your emptiness or whatever we can all put shit next to shit 
like just because I lean a book about gardening up against an urn doesn’t make me a prophet what 
makes me a prophet is I’m going to die dying is the wisest shit I will do I guess what I’m bitter about 
is the everywhereness of beauty is it too much to ask that when one has not made love in nearly a 
decade the flowers keep it to their goddamn selves these asshole flowers showing up in some dude’s 
poem so that after his reading a young woman very likely his student might be all like
I guess I can stay for one drink as I go home & eat a package of Nutter-Butters for my dinner I’ve 
got nothing Lord to say about flowers give me back my body
. 
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Weapons of Opportunity
Marj Hogan

This could be the base of a lamp,
the shade, even; the pewter brooch,
 
the roach poison. You can imagine
how far this can of sweet corn could go.
 
You can picture in your hand a broken
jar, long shards of the kitchen window.
 
This is a padlock on the end of a string,
this is a butter knife, a handful of rice,
 
or any other thing. (Once, in a cafeteria,
my mother tossed a fork into the wash bin
 
and it stuck in a man’s wrist where the tines
went in.) If it’s hard to imagine, remember
 
that a hurricane can drive blades of wheat
into a man’s skull, that to see your children
 
eat, you have already dismembered whole
animals, bone by bone, that some kinds
 
of shiv are carved only from a hard silence,
and there is in the blade, in your own
 
house keys, in smooth stones, in each of us
a kind of quiet violence.
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To a Broken Window or a Future Self
Joanna Fuhrman

(July 2020)

I used to think all poetry was written 
for a better version of myself. I’d imagine her, 
walking home beside the moon riding 
its fuchsia tricycle through Newkirk Plaza, 
past children dressed in their best white for Eid, 
playfully chasing each other in circles. 
The other me was full of “Joannaness”: a quality 
often translated as “the ability to be 1000 percent herself 
without having the faintest idea who she was or is, 
or where the nexus—of wild hair meets wild joking   
meets octopi-like feeling—might begin or end.” 
            Now I think Joannaness might be 
something less like an ocean in a bathtub and more 
like a banal dream, the kind where you are
shopping for a blender at a department store, 
but when you wake up all you can remember 
about the dream is the price of the object you forgot 
to buy. Instead of writing to my better self, I need 
to start writing to my future self, imagine who 
I’ll be when all my hair is grey, my parents dead, 
the books I’ve written out of print. Will future 
Joanna still see her childhood poems circling 
the ether like drunk angels crashing their cloud
mobiles into post-literature or will their metaphors 
be forgotten, recycled into advertisements for 
security systems? Will future Joanna still love 
strong iced coffee, installation art and gardenias? 
Or will she be the kind of woman who spends 
all day in the streets, trying to dig up 
a Brooklyn that’s already gone?
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Love Poem in a Failed State
Joanna Fuhrman

Some mornings 
when I am 
just a typo 
in pajamas 
and the rain 
is the thick 
black eyeliner 
around 
an unseen sun, 
the glimpse 
of your left eye 
opening under 
the blankets 
is enough 
of a welcome
to flip the bird 
to despair, 
to allow myself 
to feel each 
one of my fingers 
wiggling itself 
awake. 
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Ode to Unhappiness
Joanna Fuhrman

“Ordinary unhappiness is a long poem”—David Shapiro

Thank you, ordinary unhappiness, for the beep 
of the smoke alarm when the battery dies, 

the cloud of spoiled milk ruining beautiful 
bitter coffee. Thank you for the ash-colored grout 

that will never get clean, for the smell of garbage 
we are too tired to haul down the stairs. Thank you 

for the luxury of that sliver of luck—the ability 
to turn off the cell and the television, to recycle 

the newspaper with the headline about toddlers 
in cages. Thank you for the fluke of the far away, 

for the dream about clear wild deer walking 
through closed city windows.  Thank you 

for late afternoon boredom, for ripped leggings 
and unaired sitcom pilots, for songs too remote 

to be required to hear. Thank you for the rustle 
of swinging car parts and inside-out violins, 

and for the warmth of your orange catlike 
body, snuggling quietly between us, 

the ghost mouse of a future, weirder sadness, 
wriggling slowly in your closed jaw. 
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things that are true
Sheila Dong

this is what they call a grounding exercise.
the sheets are white and purple.
a plane is rumbling.
the moon is gone.
this is temporary.
i counted five red objects in my room.
one is smaller than my thumbnail.
one arrived today.
topeka is the capital of kansas.
this too will pass.
an egg that stands on its head in water
is still savable.
i can break the ones i love most.
eggs, and people. this too
will pass.
after i’m burnt away,
i want my ashes baked into a cake.
carrot, if possible.
with cream cheese frosting. thank you.
all vowels have a drop of blood in their center.
all consonants, corrugated tin.
a pronoun can be life or death
and sometimes this ends up in the news,
though never the breaking news.
everything, temporary.
deep breaths.
parties where i hide in the bathroom.
the moon is back.
the moon is bright.
i wear a low-cut shirt just for the moon.
“born this way” in chinese is composed
of characters that literally translate to “sky born.”
centaurs have two ribcages.
love is an ant-hill full of salvaged crumbs.
this one is sugar, this one is liver.
this one is still warm.
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Call Me Baby
Parker Logan

Back when my eyes like lemon wedges lingering 
in tea urns were candy ripe and wandering, I watched
you watching the Cool Ranch Doritos Locos Tacos
piped white and dainty from the slow steam rising
as you dipped it in the wheat-grain orange medium sauce
and lifted it drenched, my darling, and simmering,
because you were sunkissed glimmered and Gorilla Tape
everlasting pushing the meat through your teeth
from your lips like an envelope flap stilted
chewing in the grinding way animals do with grass.
You think I’m weird watching like a baby cradled
or a European on a shore in 1492, but I don’t
think I really get you or this town that could never
be a city, though you’d call it that, wouldn’t you,
reposed in the perch of your window covered light
underneath the sign in that parking lot that says
Mini Quesadillas Coming Soon. Love, I knew, could be
something different than box wine on a wood stiff
metal counter. Love, in fact, was the pair of jeans
with the holes in the knees that I wore all winter,
that I cut the legs off in spring to wear in the summer.
Give me grease covered teeth. Take my youth
in a basket. Hold my hands in your hands,
let my name turn sour like the tongue in your mouth.
Call me moonlight, beautiful. Leave me ship deck
naked standing. Feel me cheek bright autumned,
leave me cold, stranded, and wrecked.

 

. 
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Kevin Called Me a Bird
Parker Logan

And I nodded and smiled from the other side
 of the white fold out party table spread with his
new edition of The Review and dog shadow plastic
 party table liner and I was perfectly cordial.
Because I wasn’t an ornithologist, he said, because
 I didn’t just know a Dickens from an O’Henry,
he said, I was an honest to goodness bird,
 he said, and I looked him down his fat stash
of poetry come and collects and up his charming jay bird blues
 and said, OMG, Kevin Avila! I’m your fairy
fucking godmother, princess!, and I don’t just fly,
 I float two inches airways always and I even own
a little magic wand and I’ll take you to the ball
 on my ten speed handlebars, or you can just ride
on my pegs. I’m the bomb bay doors on a B-52
 I’m the fighter plane joystick swinging between
your legs. I’m Chuck Yeager, motherfucker,
 treating the sound barrier to a nice oyster dinner
in my humble country shack, I’m an engine propeller
 and my waistline is just so snatched. 
I know lift like a second cousin, gravity like my mother’s
 call, and forward thrust like that thing kids do 
prom night on their heels and toes while we yell
 just kiss already! from the side lines in a movie theatre
because the tension is way too thick. The day is 
 a hammock and the sky is openly trusting like
each white cloud is another pound cake Gram baked
 and we could all be taking big sloppy bites.
I could kiss you, Kevin Avila, and if I knew
 what was good for me, I might do it, too,
but I’m airborne and freeform and back flipping
 through the sky like a hummingbird mocking
the sound of music. Let’s whistle on forever!
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